Introduction to SQL Server Integration Services

Modality: Self-Paced Learning
Duration: 2 Hours
SATV Value:
CLC:
NATU:
SUBSCRIPTION: Learn, Master

About this course:

We are introducing here what is the Microsoft SQL server? A relational database management system, Microsoft SQL Server that supports a wide range of business intelligence, transaction processing, and analytics applications in the environments of corporate IT. It's one of the three market-driving technologies of the database, alongside IBM's DB2 and Oracle Database. This course is an overview of the advanced course of SQL Server Integration Services. This will acquaint you with SQL Server Export and Import Wizard in the Studio of SQL Server Management and making a basic ETL Package.

The normal pay for a SQL Database Administrator is $77,428 annually.

Course Objective:

After finishing this course, learners will have a working understanding of:

- Importing and Exporting Data
- Utilizing the SQL Server Wizard of Import and Export

Targeted Audience:
This course is planned for:

- Database Administrators
- Data Analyst

**Prerequisites:**

It would be suitable that understudies ought to have essential information on SQL.

**Recommended prerequisites courses:**

- Introduction to Transact SQL
- SQL Database for Beginners

**Course Outline:**

**Introduction**

**Module 1: Using the SQL Server Import and Export Wizard | Importing and Exporting Data**

**Module 2: Creating a Simple ETL Package | Create Project and Basic Package**